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Original Submission
Recommendation
Major Revision
Comments to the author
Please ﬁnd my comments in attachment.
First Revision
Recommendation
Minor Revision
Comments to the author
In general I am satisﬁed with corrections introduced in new version of manuscript.
I appreciate explanation of my doubts concerning Slaughter et al. 2015 unpublished paper.
Asminor comment I only recommend to bemore precise inmentioning an inverse distanceweight-
ingmethod. I can conﬁrm being familiar with IDWmethod. Based onmy personal experience I believe
this method strongly depends on the selection of the power value (used to raise distances) and the
search neighborhood strategy. Some information on power value should be added. Was it equal to 2
and if the inverse distance squared weighted interpolation was used? I do not believe adding some
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MSc-thesis as reference is suitable and necessary here. I also do not believe some more complex krig-
ing approach was possible for only few (up to 6) gauges. In my opinion, for small sets like 2–6 gauges
it is hard to conﬁrm better performance of IDW in comparison to Thiessen polygons. I can only agree
that IDW is easier to be implemented in majority of GIS software.
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